
System includes:

Servo web guide
Servo controlled die and anvil roller 
Stand-alone Allen-Bradley controls
Color touchscreen and simple operator panel
Servo outfeed nip
 
Options:
All bag sealing machinery and bag winding machinery 
Additional dies

Compact and Easy to Move in and out of Line
Overall Dimensions:
 Length 1626 mm (64 in)
 Width 1395 mm (51 in)
 Height 1702 mm (67 in)
 Weight 883 kg  (1947 lb) 

Machine Speed
18 meters per minute (660 feet per minute) Minimum
183 meters per minute (600 feet per minute) Maximum
 
Material
LDPE, LLDPE and HDPE

Web and Bag Sizes
Bag Length  711 mm (28 in) to 1067 mm (42 in) (body of bag) 
*add 127 mm ( 5 in) for die-cut handle area 
Folded web width  229mm (9 in) maximum

Wave Cut Pattern
127 mm (5 in) depending on web width 
*Other patterns can be ordered

Design Standards 
CE, ISO, ANSI, and OSHA

Controls Platform  
Rockwell Allen Bradley L33 series controls and 7” touch screen
 
Video: http://www.cmd-corp.com/about/video_0229rdc.htm

General Functionality of Machine:  The Model 0229 Rotary Die Cutter is used to make die-cut, easy-close-and-carry bags.  
The compact unit moves easily in and out of line, and can be run with CMD or other OEM bag making and bag winding 
equipment.  The seal that forms the bottom of the bag, and the perforations that separate the bags fron one another on the 
film web, are made in the bag machine upstream of the Rotary Die Cutter. The film web can be folded over onto itself up to 
two times to reduce the web width.  The film web travels through the rotary die cutter, where the shaped cut is made, creating 
the handle portion of the bag.  The web then enters a bag winder or folder.  For rolled product, bags can remain perforation-
connected, where the consumer tears off each bag from the web, or overlapped, for simple, one-at-a-time dispensing.  Or a bag 
folder can be used to break the perforations connecting the bags, then fold and stack the product for final packaging.

Spare Parts and Service
Service is available directly through CMD trained technicians and through international associates.  Spare parts are quickly 
available through a fully-staffed parts department and international associates.  Ethernet-enabled machinery allows for remote 
diagnostics and troubleshooting.
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